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Activity Do and learn Time needed

Bottle Rocket crate

MAKE and blast off a rocket.

EXPERIMENT with fizzy reactions.

LEARN about launches and fizzy chemistry.

90 minutes or more

Pop-Top Rockets video

WATCH the video.

MAKE pressure-powered rockets.

EXPERIMENT with launches.

40 minutes or more

Egg Drop Challenge 
video

WATCH the video.

MAKE an egg drop contraption.

LEARN about a Mars mission challenge.

60 minutes or more

Binary Puzzle printable
PLAY a puzzle game.

LEARN about binary code.
20 minutes

Make Your Own 
Mission Patch printable

MAKE a space mission patch.

LEARN about mission patches.
30 minutes

Today, your camper will get to be a rocket engineer and try some gravity-defying design challenges! You can do 

these activities in any order you like, extend something if your kiddo is really into it, or cut things short if they’re 

ready to move on. (And don’t forget to schedule time to visit the canteen for snacks — camp is hungry work!) 

When you’re ready to get started, it’s easy as 1-2-3.

  

1. Just bookmark kiwico.com/camp/tinker/day1,

2. print this guide,

3. and gather your gear.

Done? High five! We hope you and your camper have an awesome time making and learning together at Tinker 

Camp, and we’d love to see what you create. Tag us with #kiwico to show off, or just to say hi!

See you at camp! 

The Camp KiwiCo team

Radical Rockets
Grownup Guide
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Gather your gear for Radical Rockets

Bottle Rocket crate

scissors

construction paper

pop-top lid container

fizzy tablets

water

pencil

paper

tape

colorful construction paper

Egg Drop Challenge project

large eggs

leftover materials from your Tinker Crate box or your recycle bin

tools (like scissors, duct tape, or glue) 

cleaning supplies (for eggs lost during testing!) 

step stool
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printable rocket 
templates

construction 
paper

pop-top lid 
container

fizzy tablets

water

pencil

tape

scissors

Pop-Top Rockets
Step 1
Watch the Pop-Top Rockets video at 

kiwico.com/camp/tinker/day1.

Step 2  
Cut out the printable rocket template shapes. Place them onto 

construction paper, trace around them, then cut out the shapes.

Step 3  
Pop the lid off the container, then turn it so the opening is 

facing down. 

Step 4  
Tape the rocket pieces onto the container. Make sure the edge of 

the container isn't covered by the paper.

Step 5  
Break a fizzy tablet in half. Fill the container halfway with water. 

Step 6  
Drop half a tablet into the container. Quickly snap the lid back on 

and make sure the bottom of the rocket is away from your face. 

Place the rocket down, then take a step back for lift-off!

Experiment!  
Try experimenting with adding different amounts of water to 

your rocket. How much water do you need to launch your rocket 

as far as it can go?

You’ll need
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cut along the
dashed lines

roll to make the 
rocket's nose cone

fold to make 
a rocket wing

roll to make 
the rocket's body
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Fizzy chemistry
Who needs jet fuel to power a rocket when you’ve got acid-base 
reactions? See, fizzy tablets contain an acid (such as baking 
soda) and a base (such as citric acid). In their solid form, the acid 
and the base are stable and unreactive. But when the tablet 
starts to dissolve, the molecules are suddenly free to mix and 
mingle. And as they mingle, they react — forming carbon dioxide 
bubbles. (Yep, just like the ones in soda.)

When you add just enough water to dissolve the tablets and 
trigger the acid-base reaction — and not even a little bit more — 
you maximize the empty space inside the rocket. So the bubbles 
keep forming and the pressure keeps building for longer, until… 
POP! The rocket goes blasting off as far as it can go.

KiwiCo, Inc. © 2021 All Rights Reserved.
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large eggs

leftover materials 
from your Tinker 
Crate box or your 
recycle bin

tools (like scissors, 
duct tape, or glue) 

cleaning supplies 
(for eggs lost 
during testing!) 

step stool

Egg Drop Challenge
Step 1
Watch the Egg Drop Challenge video at 

kiwico.com/camp/tinker/day1 to get inspired.

Step 2  
Design and build a contraption that will keep your egg in 

one piece when dropped from a step stool onto a solid floor. 

Ask yourself:

• Do you want your invention to slow down the egg's fall or 

cushion its landing? 

• What materials will you use for the frame? 

• How will you secure the egg inside the contraption?

Step 3  
Test your device. First try dropping it from arm height, then 

get up on your step stool to test it again. You might need to 

break a few eggs before you make a breakthrough, so be 

ready to clean up as you go!

Step 4  
Adjust your device using results from your test. Maybe you 

need two layers of cardboard instead of just one, or maybe 

you need to make your frame sturdier.

Step 5  
Repeat Steps 3–4 until you’ve got an egg drop contraption 

that’s hard to beat. Then ask your grownup to share photos 

and videos of your build on Instagram and 

tag @KiwiCo_Inc!

You’ll need
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Challenge

With permission from your grownup, try dropping your contraption from a second-story 

window. Does it still work? If not, how will you adjust it?

What’s going on?

Building an egg drop contraption is more than just an egg-citing experiment — it also lets 

you get hands-on with some of the real-world problems that engineers face.

Take the NASA engineers tasked with safely landing Mars rover Curiosity back in 2012. 

With its $2.5 billion price tag, Curiosity was a good deal more precious than your average 

egg. But the spacecraft carrying Curiosity would be whooshing through the Mars 

atmosphere at about 1000 miles per hour (1600 km/h) — enough to crack like an egg on 

landing. 

To slow down the spacecraft’s descent, NASA engineers equipped it with a massive 

supersonic parachute — strong enough to withstand 65,000 pounds (29,400 kg) of force! 

But the parachute would only slow the spacecraft down to about 200 miles per hour 

(320 km/h). After that, the spacecraft used rockets to control the speed of its landing.

But about 60 feet (20 m) from the ground, the rocket engines would start to kick up 

Martian dust, potentially ruining the rover’s equipment. So the last leg of the landing 

journey was completed by using a long tether from the 

spacecraft to gently place Curiosity onto the Red Planet. 

And after all that, because of how long it takes for a signal to 

travel from Mars to Earth, the NASA team didn’t know for a 

whole seven minutes if all their best efforts paid off!

(Spoiler alert: it did!) 

KiwiCo, Inc. © 2021 All Rights Reserved.
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printable binary puzzle

pencil

paper

Binary Puzzle
Step 1
Use the key to crack the code and solve the riddle. 

Step 2  
Write your own top secret message in binary code!

You’ll need

Why did the cow get in the rocket?

01010100 01001111 01000111 01001111 01010100 01001111 01010100 
01001000 01000101 01001101 01001111 01001111 01001111 01001111 01001110

!
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Key

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

01000001

01000010

01000011

01000100

01000101

01000110

01000111

01001000

01001001

01001010

01001011

01001100

01001101

01001110

01001111

01010000

01010001

01010010

01010011

01010100

01010101

01010110

01010111

01011000

01011001

01011010
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Binary basics
When computerized gadgets want to get their gab on, they use 
binary code. In binary, every letter and number is represented 
by a unique series of 0’s and 1’s. Each 0 symbolizes the “off” 
position of an electrical switch, and each 1 represents the “on” 
position. By using just those two numbers, computers (including 
the computer-based control systems on spacecraft) can 
communicate, store information, and process information quickly 
and efficiently.

Of course, binary code is a fun way to communicate even if 
you’re not a computer. The team that designed the parachute for 
NASA’s 2020 Mars rover, Perseverance, used binary code to 
weave in a hidden message. If you decode the alternating pieces 
of red and white fabric as if they’re 0’s and 1’s, it says 
“Dare Mighty Things”! Good advice. 

KiwiCo, Inc. © 2021 All Rights Reserved.
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printable mission 
patch templates

crayons or markers

scissors

glue

Make Your Own 
Mission Patch

Step 1
Color in your favorite mission patch shape, then cut 

it out.

Step 2  
Color in and cut out the space symbols you like best. 

Place them on your mission patch to create a unique 

design. (Leave some room for a logo, if you want to 

add one.) When you’re happy with your design, glue 

down the symbols.

Step 3  
Think about what you want your mission patch to 

say. Is it the name of your team, the name of a 

planet you’re visiting, or a slogan for the mission? 

Come up with something short and catchy and add 

it to your mission patch, or use one of the logos from 

the templates.

Step 4  
If you’d like, you can add more details that represent 

your mission. Doodle in a water droplet if you’re 

searching for water on Mars. Or draw a flexing arm 

if you’re going to be studying the effects of zero 

gravity on human muscles. 

You’ll need

KiwiCo, Inc. © 2021 All Rights Reserved.
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Mission patch shapes
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cut along 
the edges!
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Space symbols

Patch logos

SPACE JOURNEY

E
A

R
TH LI N G S  U

N
IT

E
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SPACE JOURNEY

E
A

R
TH LI N G S  U

N
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E

Patch inspiration
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Mission patch facts
Since 1965, NASA astronauts have been rockin’ mission patches 
on their gear. Some of them are iconic: like the Apollo 11 mission 
patch worn by Neil Armstrong, Buzz Aldrin, and Michael Collins, 
the first people to land on the moon. But all patches — even the 
ones you might not recognize — are carefully designed to show 
pride in the people, purpose, and principles behind each mission. 

They might be shaped like atoms or space shuttles. They might 
feature icons that we don't usually associate with space — like 
old-timey wagons and seafaring ships — that symbolize the spirit 
of adventure and uncharted exploration. They might even pay 
respect to astronauts of yore, like the patch for the STS-29 
mission, which featured seven stars to honor the seven 
astronauts who lost their lives on the Challenger space shuttle.

Because astronauts know that to get to 
where you want to go, you need to 
remember where you came from — 
and who made it possible! 

photo by NASA 
via www.nasa.gov/etc KiwiCo, Inc. © 2021 All Rights Reserved.
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Activity Do and learn Time needed

Vacuum Chamber crate

BUILD a real vacuum chamber.

EXPERIMENT with vacuums.

LEARN about air pressure.

90 minutes or more

Egg in a Bottle 
Experiment video

WATCH the video.

EXPERIMENT with an air pressure trick.

LEARN about air pressure and heat.

40–50 minutes

What Happens to  
Lost Balloons? video

WATCH the video.

PLAY an air pressure puzzle.
10–20 minutes

Barometer Experiment 
printable

BUILD a straw barometer.

LEARN about air pressure and weather.
40 minutes, plus 
observation time 

Flopping Puppy 
printable 

EXPERIMENT with using air to move things.

LEARN about air pressure and motion.
20 minutes

Today, your camper will experiment with air pressure and discover what happens when air isn’t there! You can do 

these activities in any order you like, extend something if your kiddo is really into it, or cut things short if they’re 

ready to move on. (And don’t forget to schedule time to visit the canteen for snacks — camp is hungry work!) 

When you’re ready to get started, it’s easy as 1-2-3. 

  

1. Just bookmark kiwico.com/camp/tinker/day2,

2. print this guide,

3. and gather your gear.

Done? High five! We hope you and your camper have an awesome time making and learning together at Tinker 

Camp, and we’d love to see what you create. Tag us with #kiwico to show off, or just to say hi!

See you at camp! 

The Camp KiwiCo team

Extreme Air Pressure
Grownup Guide
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Gather your gear for Extreme Air Pressure

Vacuum Chamber crate

scissors

tape

pencil

straws

short ruler

modeling clay (or gum)

paper clip

tall cup

short cup

water

liquid colors (like food coloring)

peeled hard-boiled eggs

bottles with openings slightly smaller than the width of an egg (milk bottles work well)

3 birthday candles

mallet

vegetable oil

egg cup (cut from an egg carton)

lighter (grownup help needed!)

vacuum chamber (from your Tinker Crate)

mini balloon (from your Tinker Crate)

strip of paper (optional)

marshmallow (optional)

marker (optional)
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peeled hard-boiled 
eggs

bottles with openings 
slightly smaller than 
the width of an egg 
(milk bottles work well)

mallet

vegetable oil

egg cup (cut from an 
egg carton)

3 birthday candles

lighter (grownup 
help needed!)

Egg in a Bottle Experiment
Step 1  
Watch the Egg in a Bottle Experiment video at 

kiwico.com/camp/tinker/day2.

Step 2  
Can you get an egg into your bottle? First try placing 

an egg over the bottle opening and using the mallet 

to force it in.

Step 3 
Next, try oiling up an egg and slipping it into 

the opening.

Step 4  
Finally, try the candle trick! Place an egg in the egg 

cup, then stick the candles into the top of the egg.

Step 5  
Ask a grownup to light the candles. Turn the bottle 

upside down, then lower it over the candles.

You’ll need

KiwiCo, Inc. © 2021 All Rights Reserved.
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What’s going on?
At the beginning of the experiment, the air pressure inside and 
outside of the bottle were the same. But when the air inside the 
bottle started to heat up, the air molecules started moving 
faster, bumping up against each other, and spreading out. Some 
of that hot air escaped out of the bottle, leaving less air inside.

But what about when the candle went out? Then the hot air 
inside the bottle started cooling down, slowing down, and 
taking up less space — creating a low pressure area inside the 
bottle. That meant the air outside the bottle was pushing up on 
the egg harder than air inside was pushing down, hard enough 
to push the egg into the bottle!

Best of all? No eggs had to be harmed in the 
making of this experiment. (Except, of course, 
the ones you tried to force in with a mallet.)

KiwiCo, Inc. © 2021 All Rights Reserved.
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What Happens To 
Lost Balloons?

Step 1  
Watch the What Happens to Lost Balloons? video at 

kiwico.com/camp/tinker/day2.

Step 2  
Blow up the mini balloon, then place it inside the 

vacuum chamber.

Step 3 
Turn on the vacuum chamber and watch what 

happens! (As the pressure in the vacuum chamber 

drops, it simulates your balloon floating higher and 

higher.)

Step 4  
If you’d like, you can repeat the experiment with a 

marshmallow. (Because it’s full of air, it’ll act like the 

unopened chip bag in the video). Place it inside the 

vacuum chamber, then turn the chamber on. If you 

want, try drawing a face on the marshmallow first!

You’ll need

vacuum chamber 
(from your Tinker Crate)

mini balloon
(from your Tinker Crate)

marshmallow (optional)

marker (optional)

KiwiCo, Inc. © 2021 All Rights Reserved.
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Fill in the words for the sentences below. If you want a refresher on air pressure, watch 

the What Happens to Lost Balloons? video again at kiwico.com/camp/tinker/day2. 

What do you do with sick balloons?

1. The pressure at the bottom of the ocean is about a _____ times more 

   than on Earth’s surface.

2. There’s about _____ pounds of air pressure pushing down on every  

    square inch of Earth’s surface.

3. The higher you go up Earth's atmosphere, the _____ air pressure there is.

4. When your ears pop, your body is trying to _____ air pressure inside 

    and outside your ear. 

5. Space is a _____ ; it contains no air.

6. Pressure at the bottom of the ocean is really hard on _____.

What do you do with sick balloons?

You                                                          !

Pressure puzzle

KiwiCo, Inc. © 2021 All Rights Reserved.
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tall cup

short cup

water

liquid colors 
(like food coloring)

straw

tape

short ruler

modeling clay (or gum)

paper clip

printable 
observation sheet

pencil

strip of paper (optional)

Barometer Experiment
Get ready
Make a barometer using the instructions from your 

Tinker Zine, or follow the steps below.

Step 1  
Fill the tall and short cups with water and add a bit 

of food coloring.

Step 2  
Tape the straw to the ruler.

Step 3 
Stick the straw and ruler in the tall cup. Put the clay 

over the top of the straw to seal it.

Step 4  
Transfer the straw and ruler to the short cup. The 

water should stay in the straw.

Step 5  
Clip the paper clip to the ruler. Line up the top of the 

clip with the water in the straw.

Step 6  
Check the water level in the straw a few times during 

the day. Do you notice it changing from the level 

marked with the paper clip?

You’ll need

KiwiCo, Inc. © 2021 All Rights Reserved.
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Date

Calibrate your barometer
Keep checking your barometer over the next few days or weeks. Use this observation 

sheet to track the level of your barometer. Do you see any connections between the 

weather outside and the barometer level inside? What’s the level like on sunny days? 

What about cloudy ones or stormy ones?

Water level
(inches or cm)

What’s the weather like today?

Observation sheet

KiwiCo, Inc. © 2021 All Rights Reserved.
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What’s going on?
You probably noticed that the barometer level rose whenever 
the weather was getting sunnier or calmer. That’s because rising 
air pressure is a sign of pleasant weather to come.

But drops in air pressure means a storm’s a-brewin’. That’s why 
your barometer level dropped whenever the weather was 
getting cloudy or rainy.

Try this!
If you want to match up the motion of your barometer to the 
actual air pressure, search for a weather report near you! You 
can record the pressure — called the barometric pressure — on 
your worksheet.

Once you’ve figured out a connection between the weather 
outside and your barometer level, make it official! Tape a strip of 
paper to the barometer ruler, and draw weather icons. Use a sun 
to mark the approximate barometer level for a sunny day, a 
storm cloud to mark the level for a stormy day, and so on.

KiwiCo, Inc. © 2021 All Rights Reserved.
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printable flopping puppy

scissors

straw

Flopping Puppy
Step 1  
Cut out the printable puppy along the dashed lines. 

Step 2  
Fold the puppy in half along its back (the short way) 

and set it on a flat surface. The folded paper should 

make a wide, low triangle shape.

Step 3 
Position the straw about an inch or two away and 

point it below the puppy.

Step 4  
Blow hard through the straw. The puppy should flop 

down!

Step 5  
If the puppy doesn’t lie down, try blowing even 

harder or adjusting the position of the straw until 

you find the right spot.

You’ll need

KiwiCo, Inc. © 2021 All Rights Reserved.
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cut along the
dashed lines!

What’s going on?
Air is all around us, but it’s not always exerting the same amount 
of pressure. Still air produces more pressure than air in motion. 

So when you blew through the straw and sent a stream of air 
flowing underneath the folded-up paper, you created an area of 
lower pressure. The higher pressure air above the paper pushes 
down on the lower pressure air below it, causing your puppy to 
lie down. Flop.
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Activity Do and learn Time needed

Bubble Machine crate

MAKE a bubble-blowing machine.

EXPERIMENT with better bubbles.

LEARN about bubble science.

90 minutes or more

5 Awesome Bubble Tricks 
video

WATCH the video.

EXPERIMENT with bubble tricks.
30 minutes

Blow Bubbles with Slime 
video

WATCH the video.

MAKE stretchy slime bubbles.

LEARN about slime.

40 minutes

Rainbow Paper Cards 
printable

MAKE rainbow paper.

LEARN about colors of light.
30–40 minutes

Soap Boat printable
MAKE a soap-powered boat.

LEARN about surface tension.
20–30 minutes

Today, your camper will explore and experiment with the science of building better bubbles! You can do these 

activities in any order you like, extend something if your kiddo is really into it, or cut things short if they’re ready to 

move on. (And don’t forget to schedule time to visit the canteen for snacks — camp is hungry work!) When you’re 

ready to get started, it’s easy as 1-2-3.

  

1. Just bookmark kiwico.com/camp/tinker/day3,

2. print this guide,

3. and gather your gear.

Done? High five! We hope you and your camper have an awesome time making and learning together at Tinker 

Camp, and we’d love to see what you create. Tag us with #kiwico to show off, or just to say hi!

See you at camp! 

The Camp KiwiCo team

Science of Bubbles
Grownup Guide
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Gather your gear for Science of Bubbles

Bubble Machine crate

scissors

water

dish soap

light corn syrup or glycerin

cotton string

measuring tape

dowels 

dark-colored cardstock or construction paper (black, purple, or blue work well)

clear nail polish

bowl

paper towel

gloves

glue 

pencil

foam or cardboard (you can use your Tinker Crate box)

clean, wide container

toothpick

Blow Bubbles with Slime project

clear glue

water

baking soda

contact solution

paper straws 

bowl and spatula

liquid colors (like food coloring)
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water

dish soap

light corn syrup or glycerin

cotton string

measuring tape

scissors

dowels 

5 Awesome Bubble Tricks
Step 1
Watch the 5 Awesome Bubble Tricks video at 

kiwico.com/camp/tinker/day3.

Step 2  
Concoct a super bubble solution by mixing 3 cups of 

water, a ½ cup of dish soap, and a ¼ cup of light corn 

syrup or glycerin.

Step 3  
Next, build a giant bubble wand. Cut two pieces of 

cotton string, one 3 feet (1 m) long and one 1.5 feet 

(0.5 m) long. Tie the ends of the long string to the 

ends of the dowels.

Step 4  
Then tie the ends of the short string to the ends of 

the long string, near where they connect to the 

dowels. Dip your wand in the bubble solution and 

blow to make a giant bubble!

Challenge  
Make a second bubble wand, then challenge a 

friend to a bubble race! Whose bubble will float the 

farthest or the fastest?

You’ll need

KiwiCo, Inc. © 2021 All Rights Reserved.
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Pop! quiz
Fill in the words for the sentences below. If you want a refresher on bubbles, watch the 

5 Awesome Bubble Tricks video again at kiwico.com/camp/tinker/day3.

What did the scientist say when they saw the giant bubble trick?

1. A sphere is the smallest _____ area a bubble can create while keeping the same 

   amount of air inside.

2. Light corn syrup or _____  help strengthen a bubble solution.

3. You can use a balloon to move a bubble, thanks to static _____.

4. Bubbles pop on your skin because they come into contact with _____ and dirt.

5. A bubble is a pocket of gas trapped inside a _____.

6. To blow a really good bubble, you need a strong and _____ bubble solution.

What did the scientist say when they saw 
the giant bubble trick?

           B             E-BUBB             !
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clear glue

water

baking soda

contact solution 

paper straws 

bowl and spatula

liquid colors 
(like food coloring) 

Blow Bubbles with Slime
Step 1
Watch the Blow Bubbles with Slime video at 

kiwico.com/camp/tinker/day3.

Step 2  
Combine 1 cup clear glue, ¼ cup water, and a ½ 

teaspoon of baking soda in a bowl. Then mix in a 

few drops of liquid color and 1 tablespoon of 

contact solution.

Step 3  
Squirt a little contact solution onto your hands, then 

knead the mixture until it's not sticky anymore. Add a 

little more contact solution to the mixture if it isn't 

coming together. You made slime!

Step 4  
Roll the slime into a big ball and place it on the table. 

Then stick a straw in the slime. 

Step 5  
Pinch the slime all around the opening of the straw 

so it’s closed off, then blow through the straw to 

make a big slime bubble! 

Challenge  
Split the slime in half and challenge a friend to a 

bubble-off. Who can blow the biggest bubble?

You’ll need
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What’s that slimy stuff?
When you mixed up your slime, you created a polymer. 

There are many, many different kinds of polymers. They can be 
bouncy like a rubber ball, stiff like a plastic toy, stretchy like slime, 
or anything in between! Car tires, cotton shirts, and the glue you 
used are all made of polymers.

Polymers are really big molecules, made up of 50, 100, 500, or 
more smaller molecules linked together in long chains. These 
huge molecules can bend, twist, get tangled up, or — in the case 
of your slime — blow up a really big bubble!

But what makes slime so… slimy? Glue isn’t slimy on its own, but 
when you added the saline solution to the mix, it started a 
chemical reaction. The saline solution linked the glue molecules 
together, kind of like if you hook 
two long paper-clip chains 
together. This process is called 
cross-linking. 

When enough cross-links were 
created, they stopped the 
polymer molecules from sliding 
past each other easily — making 
stretchy, bubbly slime!

plmrmlcls

cos-lns
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dark-colored 
cardstock or 
construction paper 
(black, purple, or 
blue work well)

scissors

clear nail polish

water

bowl

paper towel

gloves

printable card 
templates

glue

pencil

Rainbow Paper Cards
Step 1
Cut your cardstock or construction paper to about the size 

of an index card. (Make sure it fits inside the bowl!) Put on 

gloves to keep the nail polish off your hands.

Step 2  
Fill the bowl with water, then place the paper inside. Push 

it down to submerge it completely, then let it float for a bit.

Step 3  
Pour 3–4 drops of nail polish above the paper, then lift the 

paper up so the nail polish sticks to it. (If you get strings of 

dried nail polish in the water, just pick them out.)

Step 4  
Place the paper on a paper towel to dry. You should see 

bands of rainbow colors!

Step 5  
Pick your favorite printable card, cut it out along the 

dashed lines, then fold it along the green line.

Step 6  
Use glue to attach your rainbow-y paper behind the 

cutout on the card so it peeks through. 

Step 7  
Sign, seal, and deliver your rainbow mail, or turn 

it into wall art!

You’ll need
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cut along the
dashed lines!

Go with the bow.

No rain, no shine.
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cut along the
dashed lines!

Let your colors shine.

Rain-whoa!
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What’s going on?
So how does clear nail polish turn rainbow-y? The colors aren’t 
in the nail polish (or the paper) — they’re created by 
reflected light. 

When you dripped the nail polish into the bowl, it spread out into 
a very, very thin film floating on the surface of the water. That 
thinner-than-tissue film is what you picked up onto the paper. 

When light shines on the paper, some of it reflects off the front of 
the nail polish film (like a mirror). But since the nail polish is clear, 
some of the light passes through (like a window) and then 
reflects off the back of the nail polish film. 

The rainbow-y effect comes from the 
combination of those two reflections. White 
light (like light from the Sun) is made up of all 
the colors of the rainbow. As the reflections combine, some of the 
colors are amplified and become more intense — those are the 
colors you see! 

And if you’re thinking this looks a little like the colors in soap 
bubbles, you’re right! A bubble’s “skin” is a thin film of soap and 
water that creates reflections, just like the nail polish. So break 
out the bubbles, and let your colors shine!

KiwiCo, Inc. © 2021 All Rights Reserved.
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printable soap boat 
template

foam or cardboard  
(you can use your Tinker 
Crate box)

glue

scissors

clean, wide container

water

toothpick

dish soap

Soap Boat
Step 1
Glue the printable soap boat template onto foam or 

cardboard. Then cut it out along the border.

Step 2  
Fill the container with a few inches of clean water. 

Place the boat inside.

Step 3  
Dip the toothpick in dish soap, then dip the same 

end around the notch at the back of the boat. Watch 

what happens!

You’ll need
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What’s going on?
Water molecules love to stick together, forming a surprisingly 
strong layer on top. That’s what we call surface tension, and it’s 
why cannonballing into a swimming pool can hurt if you don’t 
land just right. (Oof.)

But some materials, called surfactants, are able to bond with 
water molecules and break down some of that surface tension. 
One surfactant you use everyday? Soap!

When you took that soap-tipped toothpick and 
dipped it in the water, it broke up the surface 
tension, creating a bit of a push. And since your 
boat is so lightweight, that push was enough to 
send it sailing across the water. 

Bon voyage, boat! 

cut along the
dashed lines!
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Activity Do and learn Time needed

Levitating Lantern 
crate

MAKE a floating lantern illusion.

LEARN about engineering with tension.
60 minutes

Meet an Architect  
video

WATCH the video.

LEARN about designing buildings.
10 minutes

Spaghetti and 
Straw Engineering 
Challenge video

WATCH the video.

EXPERIMENT with building structures.

LEARN about engineering for stability.

60 minutes or more

Mini Cardboard 
Stool printable

BUILD a mini stool.

LEARN about engineering for strength.
60 minutes or more

Design a House 
printable

MAKE a dream house drawing.

LEARN about blueprints.
30 minutes or more

Today, your camper will meet a real-life architect and tackle creative building challenges! You can do these 

activities in any order you like, extend something if your kiddo is really into it, or cut things short if they’re ready to 

move on. (And don’t forget to schedule time to visit the canteen for snacks — camp is hungry work!) When you’re 

ready to get started, it’s easy as 1-2-3. 

  

1. Just bookmark kiwico.com/camp/tinker/day4,

2. print this guide,

3. and gather your gear.

Done? High five! We hope you and your camper have an awesome time making and learning together at Tinker 

Camp, and we’d love to see what you create. Tag us with #kiwico to show off, or just to say hi!

See you at camp! 

The Camp KiwiCo team

Dynamic Design
Grownup Guide
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Gather your gear for Dynamic Design

Levitating Lantern crate 

scissors

dried spaghetti

cooked meatballs

balloons

tape

measuring tape

paper straws

two crate boxes (or other boxes from home)

extra materials from your crate boxes or recycle bin (optional)

cardboard (you can use one of your crate boxes)

small bucket with detachable handle (optional)

marbles (optional)

glue

ruler

pencil

eraser

markers or crayons (optional)
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Meet an Architect
Watch 10-year-old Minecraft expert and aspiring architect Sophie interview Katherine 

Williams, a veteran architect.

What is an architect?
An architect is a person who designs buildings and draws up the plans for constructing 

them. Using math, art, and a whole lot of imagination, architects produce buildings that 

are both beautiful and functional. 

Who is Katherine Williams?  
Katherine Williams was inspired to become an architect when she was just a kid, after 

attending a Girl Scout career fair. Since then, she’s worked on everything from developing 

affordable homes to restoring historic buildings to installing a mural on a corner street to 

help fight littering! Katherine is one of only about 500 licensed Black women architects in 

the U.S. That’s why she works with organizations like the Black Women in Architecture 

Network — to help support other architects and architects-in-training.

If you were an architect, what sort of buildings would you work on? 
How would you use design to make the world a better place?

KiwiCo, Inc. © 2021 All Rights Reserved.



dried spaghetti

cooked meatballs

balloons

tape

measuring tape

paper straws

two crate boxes 
(or other boxes 
from home)

small bucket with 
detachable handle 
(optional)

marbles (optional)

extra materials 
from your crate 
boxes or recycle bin 
(optional)

Step 1  
Watch the Spaghetti and Straw Engineering Challenge 

video at kiwico.com/camp/tinker/day4.

Step 2  
Use dried spaghetti and cooked meatballs to engineer 

a tall skyscraper. Can you stack it up to three stories 

high?

Step 3  
Use paper straws and tape to build a sturdy bridge 

connecting two boxes. Then test its strength! You can try 

attaching a bucket handle to the flat part of your 

bridge, then add in marbles until it collapses. How many 

marbles can your bridge hold?

Challenge
What else can you build using these materials and other 

spare materials from home? Try making an arch, a 

tower, or even a pyramid!

You’ll need

Spaghetti and Straw 
Engineering Challenge
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Shake it till you make it
You may have just engineered the tallest 
meatball-and-spaghetti building in the world, but could it 
withstand the force of an actual earthquake? (Probably not.) 

That’s something that real-world architects and engineers have 
to worry about all the time, but how do they test their 
constructions without taking a (rather dangerous) wait-and-see 
approach? They use earthquake simulators, a.k.a. shake tables! 
A shake table consists of a platform that shakes vigorously — up 
and down, side to side, and all around. The world’s largest shake 
table can test buildings with a mass of up to 1300 tons (1,200 
metric tons). That’s about as much as 20 houses!

Shake tables can be used to accurately simulate the ground 
motions of an earthquake, so we can find out whether a bridge 
or building is safe for use. They’re also great for bringing old 
buildings up to code. Thanks to shake tables, thousands of 
wood-frame buildings across the world can be updated, instead 
of just being torn down and replaced. 



printable stool 
templates

cardboard 
(you can use one of 
your crate boxes)

glue

scissors

tape

Mini Cardboard Stool 
Step 1  
Cut out the printable stool templates along the dashed 

outer lines.

Step 2  
If you’re using a crate box, unfold it and line up the 

green fold lines on the stool stand template with the 

creases on the box. Glue the template onto the inside of 

the box.

If you’re using other cardboard, make sure the green 

fold lines on the stool stand template run in the same 

direction as the ridges of the cardboard. Glue it down.

Step 3 
Cut the template out of the cardboard along the 

dashed lines along the edge.

Step 4  
Cut along the dashed line on the center.

Step 5  
Cut out four slots along the thick dashed lines. Make the 

slots as wide as the lines are.

You’ll need
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Step 6  
Fold each piece inward along the green fold 

lines to make two triangles. Tape the triangles 

closed, making sure not to tape over the slots.

Step 7  
Notch the two triangles together. You made a 

stool stand!

Step 8  
Glue the stool top template onto cardboard, 

then cut it out.

Step 9  
Tape the stool top onto the stand.

KiwiCo, Inc. © 2021 All Rights Reserved.
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Try this!
You’re the designer — what will you do with your stool? 

Design in color
Your stool is pretty great. But wouldn’t it be better in color?  
Visual designers use different combinations of colors — called 
colorways — to change the look. An unpainted stool is going to 
feel very different than one painted orange, purple, and green. 

Put it to the test
How sturdy is your stool? You won’t know until you try! Engineers 
do load testing — adding more and more weight to a structure 
— to find out how much it can hold before collapsing. 

Go bigger
Can you make a cardboard stool that’s strong enough for you to 
sit on? Try scaling up your mini stool and test it out. Product 
designers use small-scale models called prototypes to test out 
new designs.
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cut along the
dashed lines!

stool top
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printable graph 
paper

ruler

pencil

eraser

markers or crayons 
(optional)

Step 1  
Think about what you want the house to look like. How 

many rooms will it have? Where will you place the 

windows? Will it be one or two stories high, and where 

will you fit in the stairs? 

Step 2  
Design a floor plan for your house using the printable 

graph paper, a ruler, and a pencil. If you’re making a 

house with two stories, you’ll need two floor plans — one 

for the first floor, and one for the second. 

Use these symbols to add details:

Step 3 
Add in symbols for beds, cabinets, sinks, and more. 

Think about all of the things you need to live in a house. 

(Hint: don’t forget the toilets!) You can copy the symbols 

from the floor plan key, or make up your own!

Step 4  
If you want, color in your floor plan to make it pop.

You’ll need

Design a House

wall window doorway stairs
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wall window doorway stairs

sink toilet bathtub cabinet

stove fridge bed
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Make the plan
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Blueprint basics
Imagine trying to build something as big as a house without 
drawing out a plan first. You might forget to add a bathroom, 
build a room without any windows, or put a door in such a nook 
that it can’t open all the way!

That’s why before architects get started, they make detailed 
floor plans and blueprints. A floor plan is a fairly simple 
two-dimensional map of the inside of a house. Blueprints, on the 
other hand, tend to be more detailed and drawn exactly to 
scale. Because you can’t build a house without a good deal of 
math!

Why are blueprints called blueprints? It all goes back to how 
architects used to make copies. They’d draw a house plan on a 
piece of translucent paper, then place it on top of some printing 
paper coated in special chemicals. When the two papers were 
exposed to light, the chemicals reacted and formed a blue 
residue all over the printing paper. But wherever the architect 
had drawn lines on the translucent paper, the printing paper 
stayed white — creating a perfect copy of the original! 
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Activity Do and learn Time needed

Drip Irrigation 
crate

MAKE a drip irrigation system.

GROW plants from seeds.

LEARN about the science of irrigation.

60 minutes, plus time to 
care for the plants

Meet a Hydroponic 
Farmer video

WATCH the video.

LEARN about high-density farming.
10 minutes

Self-Watering 
Terrarium video

WATCH the video.

MAKE a terrarium jar.

LEARN about terrariums.

40 minutes

Amazing Plant 
Maze printable 

MAKE a plant maze.

LEARN about phototropism.
60 minutes, plus time to 
grow the plant

Plant Puzzle  
printable

PLAY a pigpen cipher puzzle.

LEARN about how plants “talk.”
20 minutes

Today, your camper will explore the science of plants and design a self-watering terrarium! You can do these 

activities in any order you like, extend something if your kiddo is really into it, or cut things short if they’re ready to 

move on. (And don’t forget to schedule time to visit the canteen for snacks — camp is hungry work!) When you’re 

ready to get started, it’s easy as 1-2-3. 

  

1. Just bookmark kiwico.com/camp/tinker/day5,

2. print this guide,

3. and gather your gear.

Done? High five! We hope you and your camper have an awesome time making and learning together at Tinker 

Camp, and we’d love to see what you create. Tag us with #kiwico to show off, or just to say hi!

See you at camp! 

The Camp KiwiCo team

Plant Power
Grownup Guide
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Gather your gear for Plant Power

Drip Irrigation crate

scissors

clear glass or plastic container with a lid 

small rocks or pebbles

activated charcoal

potting soil

ruler

small, humidity-tolerant plants (like Hypoestes, ferns, or mosses) 

cup of water

paintbrush (optional)

spoon (optional)

decorations (like toys, shells, or crystals — optional)

mess mat or drop cloth to contain the mess (optional)

dark-colored construction paper or cardboard

glue or tape

Tinker Crate box

potted plant

pencil
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Meet a Hydroponic Farmer
Watch 11-year-old aquaponics enthusiast and sustainable farming advocate Gauri 

interview Jenn Frymark, the Chief Greenhouse Officer at the hydroponic farming com-

pany, Gotham Greens.

What is hydroponics?
Hydroponics is a way to farm crops without using soil. Usually, plants get important min-

erals from soil, but hydroponic farmers just put those nutrients into the water they give 

their plants. Hydroponics uses less space, fewer chemicals, and (surprisingly) less water! 

That’s because the water gets reused — making this method of farming super sustainable. 

(Fun fact: aquaponics combines hydroponics with raising aquatic animals in the same 

water, making it do double duty!)

Who is Jenn Frymark?  
Jenn Frymark is a hydroponic farmer. In her work with Gotham Greens, she runs four 

hydroponic greenhouses... located on rooftops in major American cities! Together, they 

make up about 170,000 square feet (15,800 sq m) of sustainable growing space. In the 

past, Jenn ran greenhouses in all sorts of places — from deserts to tropical islands to river 

barges. She even managed greenhouses in Antarctica, so hungry, hard-at-work scientists 

could have freshly grown produce! 

If you were a hydroponic farmer, where would you start a farm? 
What would you grow there?

KiwiCo, Inc. © 2021 All Rights Reserved.



clear glass or 
plastic container 
with a lid 

small rocks or 
pebbles

activated charcoal

potting soil

ruler

small, 
humidity-tolerant 
plants (like 
Hypoestes, ferns, 
or mosses) 

cup of water

paintbrush 
(optional)

spoon (optional)

decorations (like 
toys, shells, or 
crystals — optional)

mess mat or drop 
cloth to contain the 
mess (optional)

Self-Watering Terrarium
Step 1  
Watch the Self-Watering Terrarium video at 

kiwico.com/camp/tinker/day5.

Step 2  
Pour a layer of rocks or pebbles into the container, 

about ½  an inch deep.

Step 3 
Gently pour a layer of activated charcoal on top, also 

about ½ an inch deep.

Step 4  
Pour a layer of potting soil on top, about 

1 ½ inches deep.

Step 5  
Remove the plants from their original pots and gently 

massage the roots.

Step 6  
Use your hands or a spoon to dig a small hole in the soil 

layer and place a plant inside. Gently pat the 

surrounding soil until the plant is nice and snug. Repeat 

with the rest of your plants.

You’ll need
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Step 7  
If you’d like, use a paintbrush to dust soil off the side of 

the container. Then add decorations like toys, shells, 

crystals, and more.

Step 8  
Dip your fingers in a cup of water and flick some 

“raindrops” into your terrarium. Be careful not to 

overwater!

Step 9
Put the lid on the container, then place it in a spot where 

it’ll have access to a lot of indirect sunlight, like indoors 

near a window. Don’t put it right in the sun or it’ll cook 

your plants!

KiwiCo, Inc. © 2021 All Rights Reserved.
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Fill in the words for the sentences below. If you want a refresher on terrarium science, 

watch the Self-Watering Terrarium video again at kiwico.com/camp/tinker/day5

What did the plant say to the struggling sprout?

1. The California _____ can drink 500 gallons of water a day!

2. Activated charcoal filters water by attracting other things made of _____ to itself.

3. _____ is the Latin word for “Earth”.

4. A _____ is a little habitat for plants.

5. The water in a self-watering terrarium evaporates, then _____ on the sides of the top 

    and sides of the container.

6 . The rocks at the bottom of your terrarium are important for _____.

What did the plant say to the struggling sprout?

I’m                 for you!

Germination joke

KiwiCo, Inc. © 2021 All Rights Reserved.
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printable plant 
maze templates

dark-colored 
construction paper 
or cardboard

glue or tape

scissors

Tinker Crate box

potted plant

Amazing Plant Maze
Step 1  
Glue the plant maze templates onto construction paper 

or cardboard. Then cut out the shapes along the 

dashed lines.

Step 2  
Fold along the green lines to make two shelves. Make 

sure the gray sides are facing out.

Step 3 
Stand the crate box vertically, with the lid facing you. 

Tape or glue the circle shape onto the top right.

Step 4  
Cut a hole in the box, using the circle shape as a guide. 

Ask your grownup for help!

Step 5  
Open the box. Take one of the shelves and position it 

inside the box on the right, underneath the hole. Make 

sure the short gray flap is touching the right side of the 

box and one of the long gray flaps is touching the back. 

Tape or glue the shelf in place.

You’ll need
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Step 6  
Position the second shelf underneath, but against 

the left side of the box. Tape or glue the shelf in 

place like before.

Step 7  
Stand up the box so that the hole is on top. Turn 

the potted plant on its side and tape the bottom 

to the bottom-left side of the box, under the left 

shelf.

Step 8  
Close the box and place it in a sunny spot. Only 

open the box to water your plant. Keep checking 

to see how your plant grows!

KiwiCo, Inc. © 2021 All Rights Reserved.
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dashed lines!
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cut along the
dashed lines!
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What’s going on?
You probably already know that plants seek out sunlight so they 
have the energy they need to turn water and carbon dioxide 
into tasty plant food. But did you know that if the sunlight 
doesn’t come to them, they’re more than happy to go to it — by 
growing toward the light source? This is called phototropism, 
and it’s all thanks to auxin, the hormone that causes plant cells 
to grow longer.  

Sunlight breaks down auxin, meaning that the plant cells at the 
tip of a shoot that receive more sunlight contain less auxin, and 
the cells that receive less sunlight contain more auxin. This 
causes the shoot to grow unevenly, bending the whole plant out 
of the shade and into the light!

As your plant grows, you’ll see it twist 
and turn around the shelves and toward 
the little hole at the top. Because where 
there’s a will, there’s a way (and a very 
determined sprout).
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Plant Puzzle

The code above is called a pigpen cipher. Can you use it to crack the hidden message 

and answer the question, 

What did the gardener say to the stressed-out lettuce plant? 

A B C

D E F

G H I

J K L

M N O

P Q R

S

V
UT

W

Z
YX
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Hint: compare the shapes around the letters with 
the symbols in the hidden message. KiwiCo, Inc. © 2021 All Rights Reserved.



Can plants talk?
Believe it or not, the answer is… kinda! Some plants — like 
poplars, willows, and maple trees — release signals into the air 
when they’re swarmed by insects. These signals are a way to let 
neighboring trees know, “Something’s been bugging me, and it 
might start bugging you too!” 

How did scientists figure out that these trees were “talking” to 
each other? Because some of the trees started giving off 
insect-repellent chemicals… before the insects had even reached 
them! They were able to take precautionary measures thanks to 
the helpful heads-up from their fellow flora.

This maple tree is infested 
with insects called gall mites.
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